In Six Acres and a Third, Fakir Mohan Senapati defends socioeconomic ideals that were radical in the late nineteenth century, when he was writing. Much has been written about Senapati's criticism of social and economic injustice (Mohanty, Mohapatra, Sawyer, Vargas). In addition to his condemnation of the caste and legal systems as benefiting only British colonials and rich or dishonest Indians, Senapati's stylistic choices challenge the way peasants were written about by the British and by British-educated Indians, or babus; he writes with deeper and less stereotyped characterization, thus providing a more subtle and realistic account of their lives. No less important is Senapati's continual questioning of not only the colonial British authority, but also the authority wielded by Hindu tradition.
of rural women. Further, many of the narrator's comments reveal his society's injustice toward women and the need for change. Senapati's overall critique of social injustice includes women as among the victims of this injustice, and his vision for economic and social reform empowers both women and men.
Representation of Women
Much of the information we receive about the author's attitude toward women comes from the narrator's statements. Deliberately flighty and inconsistent, the narrator often uses humor to present his opinions. At other times, he comments seriously on what he considers to be general truths. He is a powerful and intelligent character whose judgments we can align with those of the author because, as Satya Mohanty argues, his "critiques add up to a coherent and systematic social and ethical vision" (8)-a vision that Senapati would not have had him expound so persuasively if it were not intended to be taken seriously.
This narrator argues in several instances that a woman's character matters more than her appearance. The narrator states that the readers can recognize Champa and Saria because "human beings are known not by their faces, but by their characters" (113). The narrator's statement uses the generic term "human beings" (in Oriya: manushya), rather than the more specifically gendered term purusha-"men." His comment questions assumptions made on the basis not only of color or caste but of gender as well. This statement suggests that Senapati's vision of reform includes changes benefiting women as well as men.
In a chapter titled "Champa," the narrator expands on this idea that character matters more than appearance by ranting unequivocally about which features of women should and should not be described in proper literature. The chapter is not really about Champa at all. In fact, the most we glean about her is from a few sprinkled adjectives, all of which give us a negative view of her character. Instead of actually informing the readers about Champa, as one would expect, this chapter raises general questions about the representation of women in literature. The narrator mocks tradition by saying that, according to the classical rules of literature, an author should "do nothing but describe [a heroine's] beauty, forgetting everything else about her" (56-57). He then mocks both traditional Indian authors and babus, saying that traditional Indian literature compares women to elephants, and babus are no better since they imitate the British by comparing women to horses: "How absurd to compare four-footed creatures,
